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Where Is Stonehenge
Historisch verslag van de Britse monnik (ca. 1000-1155) van de leven en daden van Britse koningen in de periode 1000 voor Chr. tot 689 na
Chr.
Unravel some of the riddles of Stonehenge, one of the most famous and mysterious monuments in the world! Where is Stonehenge? That's
an easy question to answer. It sits on the Salisbury Plain in Southern England. But what is the meaning of these strange circles of stones?
Was Stonehenge a religious site to honor the dead? Or a sacred place of healing? Or perhaps an astrological calendar? These are much
harder questions to answer. However, in an engaging and easy-to-read account, True Kelley puts forth all theories—past as well as current
ones—about Stonehenge and the people who four thousand years ago managed to build this amazing monument.
Bill Brysons kennis over Groot-Brittannië ontwikkelde zich van ‘weet bijna niets’, naar ‘grondige vertrouwdheid’, tot ‘complete verbijstering:
wat weet ik eigenlijk weinig’. Ineens realiseert Bryson zich namelijk dat hij in een land woont dat zich zo snel ontwikkelt dat het hem vreemd
aandoet, een plek vol beroemdheden wier namen en talenten hij niet kan onderscheiden, acroniemen die hem moeten worden uitgelegd,
gespreksonderwerpen die hij niet langer kan volgen. En precies op dat moment wordt Bryson opgeroepen om een test te doen voor het Brits
staatsburgerschap. Twintig jaar na zijn eerste kennismaking met Groot-Brittannië, die hij uitgebreid heeft beschreven in Een klein eiland –
een van de meest geliefde reisboeken van de afgelopen decennia – besluit hij tot een gloednieuwe reis om ‘zijn’ land te herontdekken.
Wederom leidt dat tot hilarische anekdotes waarmee hij de typische kijk van de Engelsen op hun eiland schitterend tot uitdrukking weet te
brengen.
For many centuries, scholars and enthusiasts have been fascinated by Stonehenge, the world's most famous stone circle. In 2003 a team of
archaeologists commenced a long-term fieldwork project for the first time in decades. The Stonehenge Riverside Project (2003-2009) aimed
to investigate the purpose of this unique prehistoric monument by considering it within its wider archaeological context.This is the second of
four volumes which present the results of that campaign. It includes studies of the lithics from excavations, both from topsoil sampling and
from excavated features, as well as of the petrography of the famous bluestones, as identified from chippings recovered during excavations.
Other specialist syntheses are those of the land mollusca. The volume provides an overview of Stonehenge in its landscape over millennia
from before the monument was built to the last of its five constructional stages. It concludes with a chapter placing Stonehenge in its full
context within Britain and western Europe during the third millennium BC.With contributions by:Umberto Albarella, Michael Allen, Richard
Bevins, Benjamin Chan, Robert Ixer, Claudia Minniti, Doug Mitcham and Sarah Viner-Daniels
Italy looks on a map like a leg and foot.Stone age people believed that the leg of Italy moved the world and made it spin on its axis - one
complete revolution per day.The heel of the foot of Italy and the Heel Stone of Stonehenge are linked.This book shows how stonehenge and
other ancient monuments in Europe can be understood by the simple assumption that one Italian foot on the ground is one day in time.Read
it and be amazed at how easy it is to understand what standing stones represent. For the first time ever an explanation is given for the
existence of every single stone at Stonehenge - a place where even the area of the gaps between the stones is significant.The legendary
Phaistos Disc of Crete is also deciphered and is shown to be linked to Stonehenge.A book that will be enjoyed by laymen and experts.
Stonehenge is one of the archaeological mysteries of the world. Experts are not entirely certain why Stonehenge was built, but there are
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clues that have aided them in working toward discovering its true purpose. Readers will learn about some of the theories archaeologists have
about Stonehenge’s past and how there is not enough evidence to support their theories entirely. Maps, sidebars, and full-color photographs
supplement information in the text to spark readers’ interest in learning more about Stonehenge.
Fifteen-year-old Justine Ross and her family travel to London, England for what is to be a three-week vacation. While they are there,
Justine’s father is to speak at a medical symposium. After they arrive, Justine notices a shadowy figure dressed in black which randomly
appears wherever they are. She soon realizes no one else sees the mystery figure. To top it all off, she hears a voice tell her that time is
running out! Out for what? And why her? Frustration, fear and curiosity take hold of her as she seeks to learn the answer. The answer comes
during a daytrip to Stonehenge when the identity of the shadowy figure is revealed. The Ross family suddenly find themselves transported
back in time to an age of sorcerers and kings and the magic of Wiltshire for a once-in-a-lifetime vacation.
Bestselling children's author Liam Saxon is proud to presents TWO BOOKS IN ONE! Introducing "A Smart Kids Guide To STONEHENGE
AND SPAIN". DOUBLE the fun, and DOUBLE the learning! This book uses captivating images and expertly written words to teach children
about "STONEHENGE AND SPAIN" Perfect reading for any occasion and especially ideal for bed times, long journeys or for bonding with
your child. Fun Filled Learning for Your Child (and you!) Every one of our books is lovingly researched, illustrated and put together to
outstand, awe and inspire the reader. Our beautiful images help explain and enlighten each well-written fact. This book covers a range of
exciting topics including: * INTRODUCTION - WHAT IS STONEHENGE? * WHO BUILT STONEHENGE? * WHO ARE THE WINDMILL HILL
PEOPLE? * WHO ARE THE BEAKER PEOPLE? * WHO ARE THE WESSEX PEOPLE? then * INTRODUCTION - WHERE IS SPAIN? *
WHAT TYPE OF GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY DOES SPAIN HAVE? * WHAT IS THE WEATHER LIKE IN SPAIN? * TELL ME A LITTLE
BIT ABOUT SPANISH HISTORY * TELL ME ABOUT THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR PLUS - SO MUCH MORE!! We loved compiling this book
and even learned a few things along the way and hopefully you will too. Get this book at this SPECIAL PRICE exclusive to the Amazon Store.
*** Your child will love it - this is guaranteed.***
A book focusing on the mysterious bluestones of Stonehenge, which originated in Wales and which have been the cause of much debate.
Where did they come from, and how did they get there? The author argues that many fondly-held beliefs are sentimental, unscientific and
unnecessary, and he supports his case with spectacular and previously unpublished research discoveries.
There have been many attempts to explain the purpose of Stonehenge. Using archaelogical detail and a knowledge of the heavens as they
were many millennia ago, North establishes the function of the stones themselves and what we can know of the religion that caused them to
be erected.
For use in schools and libraries only. Unravel some of the riddles of Stonehenge, one of the most famous and mysterious monuments in the
world! Where is Stonehenge? That's an easy question to answer. It sits on the Salisbury Plain in Southern England. But what is the meaning
of these strange circles of stones? Was Stonehenge a religious site to honor the dead? Or a sacred place of healing? Or perhaps an
astrological calendar? These are much harder questions to answer. However, in an engaging and easy-to-read account, True Kelley puts
forth all theories--past as well as current ones--about Stonehenge and the people who four thousand years ago managed to build this
amazing monument.
Three men against the might of Atlantis... Fleeing from the volcanic eruption that devastated the island kingdom of Atlantis, three men escape
to Britain - the island of the Yerni. The three are Prince Ason of Mycenae, the Egyptian envoy Iteb and Aias, the man from Byblos whom
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Atlantis had enslaved. Mycenae's vital British tin mines have been laid waste - their guardians massacred. The three voyagers - together with
Naikeri, proud daughter of the Albi and Ason's lover - take on the warlike Yerni. Then their old enemies the Atlanteans invade, and it
becomes imperative to unite the Yerni against them, to forge a new nation from warring tribes by raising the mighty stone symbol of a new
order...
Foreword:The interest that has always attached itself to Stonehenge has, without doubt, been in a great measure due to the mystery as to the
origin of this unique monument of bygone time. But the careful investigations carried out with great care and scientific accuracy, have had
good results; little by little the history of Stonehenge has been unravelled; a fact that Stevens has clearly demonstrated in the present volume.
We now know how, when, and who, built this remarkable temple. One point, however, still remains a mystery; from where were the so-called
foreign stones obtained? Clearly, as geology shows, from no spot in Wiltshire.Stonehenge is a prehistoric monument located in the English
county of Wiltshire, about 3.2 kilometres west of Amesbury and 13 kilometres north of Salisbury. One of the most famous sites in the world,
Stonehenge is composed of earthworks surrounding a circular setting of large standing stones. It is at the centre of the most dense complex
of Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments in England, including several hundred burial mounds.Contents:Salisbury PlainStonehengeThe
Lithology Of StonehengeThe Story Of The SarsensThe Foreign StonesThe Stones Without The CircleThe Hele Stone Or Friar's HeelThe
Legend Of The Friar's HeelThe "Slaughtering Stone"The EarthworkThe Building Of StonehengeDressing The StonesTenons And
MorticesThe Process Of ErectionRaising The Foreign StonesWhen Was Stonehenge Erected?What Was Stonehenge?The Druid
QuestionThe Barrows Of Salisbury PlainThe Round BarrowsThe Men Of The BarrowsValedictorySummaryFacts about Stonehenge in the
21st Century
Bestselling children's author Liam Saxon is proud to presents TWO BOOKS IN ONE! Introducing "A Smart Kids Guide To SPECTACULAR
STONEHENGE AND JAUNTY JAMAICA." DOUBLE the fun, and DOUBLE the learning! This book uses captivating images and expertly
written words to teach children about "SPECTACULAR STONEHENGE AND JAUNTY JAMAICA" Perfect reading for any occasion and
especially ideal for bed times, long journeys or for bonding with your child. Fun Filled Learning for Your Child (and you!) Every one of our
books is lovingly researched, illustrated and put together to outstand, awe and inspire the reader. Our beautiful images help explain and
enlighten each well-written fact. This book covers a range of exciting topics including: * INTRODUCTION - WHAT IS STONEHENGE? * WHO
BUILT STONEHENGE? * WHO ARE THE WINDMILL HILL PEOPLE? * WHO ARE THE BEAKER PEOPLE? * WHO ARE THE WESSEX
PEOPLE? then * INTRODUCTION - WHERE IS JAMAICA * WHAT IS THE LANDSCAPE LIKE ON JAMAICA? * WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF
JAMAICA? * WHAT LANGUAGES DO JAMAICANS SPEAK? * WHAT IS THE JAMAICAN GOVERNMENT LIKE? PLUS - SO MUCH
MORE!! We loved compiling this book and even learned a few things along the way and hopefully you will too. Get this book at this SPECIAL
PRICE exclusive to the Amazon Store. *** Your child will love it - this is guaranteed.***

The New Cambridge English Course 2 Video provides the teacher with a rich esource to use alongside the Coursebook.
Explores the mysterious monument of Stonehenge and reveals some of its secrets and history.
William Stukeley (1667-1765), one of the first to conduct fieldwork at Stonehenge and to recognize its historic
importance, meticulously recorded his findings in a manuscript that has remained unpublished for hundreds of years.
That manuscript is transcribed here, accompanied by detailed annotations that confirm the value of Stukeley’s
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archaeological research and set it apart from his later unsustainable theories and obsessions with Druids. Trained as a
medical doctor, Stukeley’s interests were antiquarian and archaeological, with a particular enthusiasm for evidence of
early sacred ritual. His Stonehenge field notes include careful measurements, drawings, and plans as well as original
analyses and remarkable discoveries, among them the enigmatic cursus which no one before him had seen. Stukeley’s
manuscript provides a fascinating review of what could be said of the stone circle and its landscape in the early
eighteenth century.
‘The clearest and most detailed account of Stonehenge for a generation.’ Mail on Sunday
American English in Mind is an integrated, four-skills course for beginner to advanced teenage learners of American
English. The American English in Mind Level 3 Teacher's Edition provides an overview of course pedagogy, teaching tips
from Mario Rinvolucri, interleaved step-by-step lesson plans, audio scripts, Workbook answer keys, supplementary
grammar practice exercises, communication activities, entry tests, and other useful resources.
This title takes readers on an incredible journey to Stonehenge, one of the worldÍs most extraordinary, yet endangered,
Troubled Treasures. Young travel enthusiasts are sure to appreciate the large, colorful photos of this giant stone circle
rising from EnglandÍs Salisbury Plain. Images let students discover individual elements of the site, such as the Heel
Stone, the Slaughter Stone, and the Avenue. Helpful diagrams also show students the stages of StonehengeÍs
construction and how the famous bluestones were transported to the henge from the Preseli Mountains. Readers will
become familiar with UNESCO and why Stonehenge was named a World Heritage site. Colorful maps show where in the
world Stonehenge is located and give a detailed view of the official World Heritage area. From researchersÍ hypotheses
of StonehengeÍs purpose to todayÍs conservation efforts, the chapter text highlights StonehengeÍs history and its
significance to ancient British culture. Tips for how to be a conscious tourist encourage kids to consider responsible
environmental actions in the stone circle and at home. Informative sidebars and fun facts offer additional opportunities for
readers to explore Stonehenge, while bolded glossary terms, phonetic spellings, and an index make this adventurous
volume accessible! Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
In this book Robert John Langdon explores the possibility that when the ice melted rather than leaving the land mass we
now call Britain - it did, in fact, leave a collection of smaller islands caused by flooding as most of the land was still below
the ground water table.
Speculatieve conclusies uit allerlei archeologische vondsten.
For many centuries, scholars and enthusiasts have been fascinated by Stonehenge, the world's most famous stone circle. In 2003 a team of
archaeologists commenced a long-term fieldwork project for the first time in decades. The Stonehenge Riverside Project (2003-2009) aimed
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to investigate the purpose of this unique prehistoric monument by considering it within its wider archaeological context.This is the first of four
volumes which present the results of that campaign. It includes investigations of the monuments and landscape that pre-dated Stonehenge
on Salisbury Plain as well as of excavation at Stonehenge itself. The main discovery at Stonehenge was of cremated human remains from
many individuals, allowing their demography, health and dating to be established. With a revised radiocarbon-dated chronology for
Stonehenge's five stages of construction, these burials can now be considered within the context of the monument's development. The
different types of stone from which Stonehenge is formed - bluestones from Wales and sarsen silcretes from more local sources - are
investigated both at Stonehenge and in its surroundings. These surrounding monuments include single standing stones, the Cuckoo Stone
and the Tor Stone, as well as the newly discovered circle of Bluestonehenge at West Amesbury beside the River Avon. The ceremonial
Stonehenge Avenue, linking Stonehenge to Bluestonehenge, is also included, based on a series of excavations along its length.The working
hypothesis behind the Stonehenge Riverside Project links Stonehenge with a complex of timber monuments upstream at the great henge of
Durrington Walls and neighbouring Woodhenge. Whilst these other sites are covered in a later volume (Volume 3), this volume explores the
role of the River Avon and its topographic and environmental evidence.With contributions by:Umberto Albarella, Michael Allen, Olaf Bayer,
Wayne Bennett, Richard Bevins, Christopher Bronk Ramsey, Chris Casswell, Andrew Chamberlain, Benjamin Chan, Rosamund Cleal,
Gordon Cook, Glyn Davies, David Field, Charles French, Robert Ixer, Neil Linford, Peter Marshall, Louise Martin, Claudia Minniti, Doug
Mitcham, Bob Nunn, Andy Payne, Mike Pitts, Rebecca Pullen, Julian Richards, David Robinson, Clive Ruggles, Jim Rylatt, Rob Scaife, Ellen
Simmons, Charlene Steele, James Sugrue, Anne Teather, Sarah Viner, Tony Waldron, Katy Whitaker and Christie Willis
Stonehenge is an iconic monument for people all around the world. Built around 5000 years ago, it stands for mystery and forgotten secrets
waiting to be decoded. In this latest book in the Council for British Archaeology's ‘Archaeology for All' series, Professor Mike Parker Pearson
presents an up-to-date interpretation of Stonehenge and its landscape. Drawing on his years of research and excavation, the author presents
a highly readable account that is lavishly illustrated with images by the renowned photographer Adam Stanford and the reconstruction artist
Peter Dunn.
Een man wordt op barbaarse wijze ritueel geofferd, een befaamde, steenrijke wetenschapper pleegt onder verdachte omstandigheden
zelfmoord, een mooie jonge vrouw wordt ontvoerd Inspecteur Megan Baker wordt belast met het oplossen van zowel de ontvoeringszaak als
de dubieuze zelfmoord. Ze krijgt onverwacht hulp van de charismatische jonge archeoloog Gideon Chase, de vervreemde zoon van de
overleden wetenschapper. Gideon heeft op het landgoed van zijn vader in geheimschrift geschreven dagboeken gevonden die spreken van
een mysterieuze orde, mensenoffers en Stonehenge. Wat had zijn vader daarmee te maken? En waarom heeft hij zich van het leven
beroofd? Megan en Gideon zullen samen de ontvoerde vrouw moeten vinden, voordat het volgende ritueel begint
Every new and groundbreaking archaeological discovery refines our understanding of human history. This title examines the scientific study
of Stonehenge. The book explores what scientists have learned about the site's creation and purpose, traces the history of its archaeological
investigation, and discusses future study and conservation efforts. Well-placed sidebars, vivid photos, helpful maps, and a glossary enhance
readers' understanding of the topic. Additional features include a table of contents, a selected bibliography, source notes, and an index, plus
a timeline and essential facts. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Bestselling children's author Liam Saxon is proud to presents TWO BOOKS IN ONE! Introducing "A Smart Kids Guide To SPECTACULAR
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STONEHENGE AND SIZZLING SPAIN." DOUBLE the fun, and DOUBLE the learning! This book uses captivating images and expertly
written words to teach children about "SPECTACULAR STONEHENGE AND SIZZLING SPAIN" Perfect reading for any occasion and
especially ideal for bed times, long journeys or for bonding with your child. Fun Filled Learning for Your Child (and you!) Every one of our
books is lovingly researched, illustrated and put together to outstand, awe and inspire the reader. Our beautiful images help explain and
enlighten each well-written fact. This book covers a range of exciting topics including: * INTRODUCTION - WHAT IS STONEHENGE? * WHO
BUILT STONEHENGE? * WHO ARE THE WINDMILL HILL PEOPLE? * WHO ARE THE BEAKER PEOPLE? * WHO ARE THE WESSEX
PEOPLE? then * INTRODUCTION - WHERE IS SPAIN? * WHAT TYPE OF GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY DOES SPAIN HAVE? *
WHAT IS THE WEATHER LIKE IN SPAIN? * TELL ME A LITTLE BIT ABOUT SPANISH HISTORY * TELL ME ABOUT THE SPANISH CIVIL
WAR PLUS - SO MUCH MORE!! We loved compiling this book and even learned a few things along the way and hopefully you will too. Get
this book at this SPECIAL PRICE exclusive to the Amazon Store. *** Your child will love it - this is guaranteed.***
This book reconsiders how we can understand archaeology on a grand scale by abandoning the claims that material remains stand for the
people and institutions that produced them, or that genetic change somehow caused cultural change. Our challenge is to understand the
worlds that made great projects like the building of Stonehenge or Mycenae possible. The radiocarbon revolution made the old view that the
architecture of Mycenae influenced the building of Stonehenge untenable. But the recent use of 'big data' and of genetic histories have led
archaeology back to a worldview where 'big problems' are assumed to require 'big solutions'. Making an animated plea for bottom-up rather
than top-down solutions, the authors consider how life was made possible by living in the local and materially distinct worlds of the period. By
considering how people once built connections between each other through their production and use of things, their movement between and
occupancy of places, and their treatment of the dead, we learn about the kinds of identities that people constructed for themselves.
Stonehenge did not require an architect from Mycenae for it to be built, but the builders of Stonehenge and Mycenae would have shared a
mutual recognition of the kinds of humans that they were, and the kinds of practices these monuments were once host to.
Our knowledge about Stonehenge has changed dramatically as a result of the Stonehenge Riverside Project (2003-2009), led by Mike Parker
Pearson, and included not only Stonehenge itself but also the nearby great henge enclosure of Durrington Walls. This book is about the
people who built Stonehenge and its relationship to the surrounding landscape. The book explores the theory that the people of Durrington
Walls built both Stonehenge and Durrington Walls, and that the choice of stone for constructing Stonehenge has a significance so far
undiscovered, namely, that stone was used for monuments to the dead. Through years of thorough and extensive work at the site, Parker
Pearson and his team unearthed evidence of the Neolithic inhabitants and builders which connected the settlement at Durrington Walls with
the henge, and contextualised Stonehenge within the larger site complex, linked by the River Avon, as well as in terms of its relationship with
the rest of the British Isles. Parker Pearson's book changes the way that we think about Stonehenge; correcting previously erroneous
chronology and dating; filling in gaps in our knowledge about its people and how they lived; identifying a previously unknown type of Neolithic
building; discovering Bluestonehenge, a circle of 25 blue stones from western Wales; and confirming what started as a hypothesis - that
Stonehenge was a place of the dead - through more than 64 cremation burials unearthed there, which span the monument's use during the
third millennium BC. In lively and engaging prose, Parker Pearson brings to life the imposing ancient monument that continues to hold a
fascination for everyone.
Bestselling children's author Liam Saxon is proud to presents TWO BOOKS IN ONE! Introducing "A Smart Kids Guide To STONEHENGE
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AND JAMAICA". DOUBLE the fun, and DOUBLE the learning! This book uses captivating images and expertly written words to teach children
about "STONEHENGE AND JAMAICA" Perfect reading for any occasion and especially ideal for bed times, long journeys or for bonding with
your child. Fun Filled Learning for Your Child (and you!) Every one of our books is lovingly researched, illustrated and put together to
outstand, awe and inspire the reader. Our beautiful images help explain and enlighten each well-written fact. This book covers a range of
exciting topics including: * INTRODUCTION - WHAT IS STONEHENGE? * WHO BUILT STONEHENGE? * WHO ARE THE WINDMILL HILL
PEOPLE? * WHO ARE THE BEAKER PEOPLE? * WHO ARE THE WESSEX PEOPLE? then * INTRODUCTION - WHERE IS JAMAICA *
WHAT IS THE LANDSCAPE LIKE ON JAMAICA? * WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF JAMAICA? * WHAT LANGUAGES DO JAMAICANS
SPEAK? * WHAT IS THE JAMAICAN GOVERNMENT LIKE? PLUS - SO MUCH MORE!! We loved compiling this book and even learned a
few things along the way and hopefully you will too. Get this book at this SPECIAL PRICE exclusive to the Amazon Store. *** Your child will
love it - this is guaranteed.***
*Includes pictures of Stonehenge and important people and events in its history. *Discusses the theories about its age, construction, and
purpose. *Covers the archaeological and cultural history of the site as a place for science, religion and folklore. *Includes a Bibliography. "The
interest that has always attached itself to Stonehenge has, without doubt, been in a great measure due to the mystery as to the origin of this
unique monument of bygone time." - H.P. Blackmore, 1916. For centuries, professional historians have labored through the painstaking task
of documenting history as accurately as possible, but even with modern technology, archaeology, and records, some questions have eluded
attempts to answer them. From the origins of Atlantis to the Lost Colony of Roanoke, the mysteries behind some of history's most famous
people and events have fascinated countless generations. In Charles River Editors' History's Greatest Mysteries series, readers can discover
the known, the unknown, and the possible answers to history's most enduring questions in the time it takes to finish a commute, while
learning interesting facts long forgotten or never known. On the Salisbury Plain, only a few hours from the hustle and bustle of Central
London lies one of the greatest surviving relics of humanity's ancient past: the mighty stone circle of Stonehenge. Stonehenge is one of the
most well-known ancient sites in the world, and an image of it raises numerous associations and emotional responses. Its impressiveness
comes not only from its size and remarkable level of preservation, but moreso because of the incredible precision with which it was
constructed during an era of simple technology and social organization. Obviously, it is a place of great importance-then and now. Despite its
placid, changeless appearance, Stonehenge has been a place of political, ideological and religious struggle for centuries. From the vigorous
debates of 19th century theorists to the all-night dance parties of the 1980s, the history and legacy of Stonehenge is as much about the
desires and fears of the people of modern Britain as it is about the ancients. Stonehenge has belonged to all of Britain's people since its
construction began roughly 5,000 years ago, and they have all added to its unfolding story. Of course, Stonehenge has long fascinated the
rest of the world too, as people continue to try to understand every aspect of the site and the underlying purpose of it. This involves an
understanding of why Stonehenge is located where it is, what the materials consist of, and what archaeology has uncovered about the people
who built it. On top of that, Stonehenge is a center of mythology and folklore that has evolved over time, establishing the foundation for a
unique spiritual belief system that both celebrates Stonehenge as a "living temple" and challenges the official guardians of the place. History's
Greatest Mysteries: Stonehenge comprehensively covers the facts, mysteries, and theories surrounding the ancient megalith. Readers will
understand Stonehenge from all dimensions: as a physical place, an object of scholarly study, a site of ecstatic worship, a "must see" worldclass tourist destination and a simultaneous icon of both history and counterculture. Along with pictures and a bibliography, you will learn
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about Stonehenge like you never have before, in no time at all.
This science -fiction horror tale embraces all of the myths and legends of Stonehenge into a spine tinkling adventure that many will enjoy of
the ancient relic of England. Stonehenge was more than a pile of historical rubble, its vast secrets watched over Salisbury Plains by
underworld societies and is breached by a curious archeologist, which unleashes ancient predators of earth. A Texas Ranger gets a call of
help from his brother being the archeologist. The Ranger finds his brother’s death suspicious and it embarks him to take a trip into the
unseen world of Salisbury lands and witnesses the world attacked by unexpected demons that were trapped for centuries. The Texas Ranger
goes into battle against Abaris, known as the Stoneman of ancient times who is out to enslave the inhabitants of earth with the aid of the Grim
Reaper of 1349. Stonehenge becomes alive from its dark secrets of power, its harnessed energy is revealed when Abaris uses it to carry out
his evil plans upon earth. The Druids become mystified by Abaris influence of being the Master Stoneman of Stonehenge and the threat of
social breakdown rips through England. A practitioner of the spirits tries to lead the Ranger for answers of his new foe, with the help of a
physicist trying to control the portal of Stonehenge and a warrior of the Knights of Templar accompanies the Ranger in the battle of demons.
The combined forces with the Ranger try to subdue the Stoneman and place him in the Atlantis dungeon of demons where he came from.
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